As light is separated by dark from the expressive hand of the artist, form is created. Form makes sense of our world and helps convey our ideas about ourselves and the world around us; this answers how we are part of the whole and our relationship to nature. I chose work that expressed the beauty of the human form; not what the social norm considers beauty but compositionally, conceptually and artistically the media is as diverse as the content and I believe the show has touched on many aspects of the contemporary nude and today’s artist’s stream of consciousness.

As a juror, one can argue you choose what you like and I suppose my choices could be quite different than another. I believe all the work submitted has great intention and heartfelt meaning but unfortunately I had to reduce the number of works to fit in the gallery. I commend the artistic energy and wish all the applicants great success knowing the life of an artist/a maker is not determined by others but something you must do.